Hydraulic Machinery
Made Easy
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Hydraulic Machinery Made Easy
Always got too much stock of the wrong parts?
Challenged by quality control in hydraulic components?
Tired of many different suppliers?
We have a simple three step process to help you

1.

REVIEW
Who you are
What products you build
How you build them

2.

IDENTIFY
What works well
What doesn’t work well
What are the three most important things you need from a supplier

3.

SOLVE
How hydraulic components can be simplified
Where kits for hydraulics can assist
How to get all components in one simple kit

4 Ask yourself does my current supplier
Design my system?

Help me customize my design and optimise performance?

Supply premade hoses with part numbers?

Understand how my equipment works?

Offer to prepaint my components?

Supply on time?

Provide fitting assembly service for components?

Supply all the components I need?

Supply kits with only what I need?

Give me the best value for money possible?

The Easy Choice for Lubrication & Hydraulics

The Process
1. Kits are custom designed
from original cad drawings
which can be altered with the
correct part numbers.

1.
2. Costings, estimations and
optimizations calculations made.

3. Consultations are made with the

3.

customers, to decide on the final
outcomes required.
4. Kits are packaged according
to how machines are made,

2.

some weld on components
may be supplied in separate
bags to facilitate optimum
manufacturing.
5. Hose kits can be separated from
hardware kits or supplied as
hose only kits.
6. Kits are boxed and made ready
for shipping and labeled with the
5.

correct part numbers.

6.

4.

Our Production Facility

Equipment We Work With

t 08 9468 8888

e sales@armadillogroup.com.au
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www.exactfit.com.au

